How is gait visually regulated when the head is travelling faster than the legs?
Gait regulation patterns were examined under various visual conditions in order to determine whether speed information provided by peripheral vision is taken into account in gait adjustments. Nine subjects walking toward a visual target on the ground were required to place one foot exactly on it. peripheral vision was either restricted to a 12 degrees angle or decorrelated, corresponding to a moving speed greater than the actual walking speed. Decorrelation was obtained by placing the subject on a treadmill moving in the walking direction. The results show, by comparison with the control condition, that the restriction of peripheral visual information did not affect the accuracy of the foot positioning, whereas decorrelated conditions affected it significantly: we noted that the gait regulation was triggered early on and showed a very stable pattern so that the distance to the target was consistently underestimated. This suggest that, although visual speed information is not indispensable in this kind of task, it is nevertheless taken into account in stride adjustments when the whole visual field is available. The results are discussed, in the context of a time-based approach to locomotor activity, in relation to the possible visual methods that might be used in obtaining information about time to contact the target.